HSB understands the complexities of global pressure equipment inspections, relieving you of that burden.

**Boiler and pressure vessel code experience**

HSB conformity assessments are based on a century and a half of inspection services experience. As the world's largest Authorized Inspection Agency (AIA) accredited by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), HSB offers a range of inspection services for boilers, pressure equipment, nuclear components, and process and power plants. We provide pressure equipment inspections and engineering services to manufacturers, owners and operators of pressure equipment. ASME Code Symbol-stamped vessels are used in industries such as power generation (non-nuclear and nuclear), chemicals, food processing and refining.

**Benefits of an industry leader**

HSB's experienced Codes and Standards team can address your most difficult pressure equipment challenge. We provide knowledge in such areas as design, stress analysis, materials, welding, and testing and inspection. We provide clients with insightful and timely information on Code changes that may impact their businesses, thus helping them avoid costly rework or redesign.

HSB is the only inspection agency that maintains electronic databases of all published ASME interpretations and Code revisions. Our access to this comprehensive library enables us to answer our clients' questions using the most wide-ranging and up-to-date knowledge available. Additionally, our International...
Import Requirements database provides clients with essential information for regulatory bodies in more than 80 countries throughout the world.

**Valuable resources at HSB.com**

- Annotated Code Interpretations
- International Import Requirements
- PED Updates
- Technical Bulletins
- Code Synopses
- Ask “Codes and Standards”

Through [HSB.com](http://www.HSB.com), our clients enjoy a number of unique benefits. HSB maintains an extensive collection of searchable databases including ASME interpretations and Code revisions. Furthermore, HSB clients may submit questions directly to the Codes and Standards team through an “Ask Codes and Standards” email link.

For more information contact [GetInfo@hsb.com](mailto:GetInfo@hsb.com)